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THE U.S. MARINE CORPS’ M27 IAR
made and the Corps is well on its way to
-
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“After a rigorous testing process, both in garrison and deployed environments, and in-depth
consultation with weapons experts through the Corps, the Commandant approved fielding of the
M27 Infantry Automatic Rifle. The fielding of the IAR will significantly enhance the ability
of our infantrymen to gain and maintain fire superiority, reduce their fighting load and provide them a more ergonomic and accurate weapons system that can keep up during the assault.”
Major Joseph Plenzler, USMC spokesman, June 2011
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PREVIOUS PAGE: 5 September 2011, Camp Leatherneck, Afghanistan. Shoulder to shoulder with
members of his fire team who are armed with M4 carbines, a Marine Squad Automatic Rifleman,
MOS 0311, with 1st Battalion, 25th Marine Regiment, continues his transition to Infantry Automatic
Rifleman, battle sight zeroing his new M27 IAR soon after the unit’s arrival in country. While the
distinctive outline of the belt fed M249 tends to draw unwanted attention from the enemy, the M27
closely resembles the rest of the squad’s rifles. (U.S. Navy photo by Petty Officer 2nd Class Jonathan
Chandler) LEFT: 21 November 2011, The Crucible training center, Stafford County, Virginia. In
Reidsma’s hands, the M27’s approx. 12 rounds per second full auto cyclic rate is no impediment to
effective target engagement from prone to standing. In addition to a favorable ratio of 12.7 lb. weight
vs. the relatively light recoil of its 5.56mm ammunition, the rifle’s in-line stock, broomstick grip, quick
adjusting sling, and forward-mounted bipod combine with the inherent accuracy of the weapon’s 16.5
inch cold hammer forged barrel for remarkable long range performance. (Robert Bruce)
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ABOVE: HK’s M27 IAR, while sharing many of the characteristics of the M16/M4 family of weapons, differs substantially in ditching the “Stoner system” direct
gas tube that operates the bolt carrier. Instead, HK engineers chose a piston driven operating rod along with other mechanical refinements and improvements
for greater reliability and durability. (HK Defense graphic) OPPOSITE TOP: 21 November 2011, The Crucible training center, Stafford County, Virginia. Big and
little brothers. The USMC’s new M27 Infantry Automatic Rifle is a lightly modified version of Heckler & Koch’s HK416, seen here with a compact 10.4 inch barrel.
HK’s M27, supported by its Harris/LaRue bipod and topped with the Trijicon 3.5 power TA11SDO-CP, is equipped with accessory items that will be standard
in USMC service including black colored synthetic rubber Manta rail and broomstick covers. (Robert Bruce) OPPOSITE BOTTOM: 21 November 2011, The
Crucible training center, Stafford County, Virginia. Starting with the piggyback mounted RMR (Ruggedized Miniature Reflex), Trijicon Instructor James “Jimmy”
White, provides a guided tour of the company’s versatile 3.5 power TA11SDO-CP on HK‘s M27. Already in service with the Marine Corps as the SDO (Squad
automatic weapon Day Optic) on M249 SAWs, and selected as the primary sight for its new M27 IAR, its official designation is SU-258/PVQ. (Robert Bruce)
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OPPOSITE TOP: 21 November 2011, The Crucible training center, Stafford County, Virginia. HK’s Robbie Reidsma (left) with an M27, and Trijicon’s
Jimmy White with an HK416 10.4 inch barrel version, inspect a silhouette target showing the results of some of the morning’s CQB practice. (Robert
Bruce) OPPOSITE BOTTOM: M27, disassembled. ABOVE: Accessories for each M27 IAR include items provided by HK per contract, while the
Marine Corps adds the SDO sight, bayonet and laser module. HK offers its steel bodied high reliability magazines as an option, but the Corps is sticking
with its standard issue aluminum 30-rounders, sending 22 of them off with each rifle. This adds up to a total of 660 rounds distributed among members
of the auto rifleman’s fire team in addition to their own basic combat load. (HK Defense photo)
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USMC SQUAD AUTOMATIC-WEAPON DAY OPTIC (SDO)
(Tech Specs from Trijicon)
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ABOVE: 21 November 2011, The Crucible training center, Stafford County, Virginia. In his introduction briefing for the live fire demonstration, Reidsma slides off
the M27’s one-piece quad rail to reveal the rifle’s piston driven operating rod, a key factor in reliability and durability of the system. (Robert Bruce) OPPOSITE:
21 November 2011, The Crucible training center, Stafford County, Virginia. Discarding the M16’s direct gas-blown operation that’s handicapped by heat buildup
and carbon fouling, the HK416/M27’s bolt carrier is “kicked” back by an operating rod impacting a hardened surface that’s integral with the bolt carrier. Reidsma
told us this bolt and carrier had endured more than 15,000 rounds in Marine Corps testing and was still going strong in our familiarization (Robert Bruce)
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MANUFACTURER: Trijicon, Inc., Wixom, Michigan, USA
NSN: 1240-01-575-1724
USMC NOMENCLATURE: SU-258/PVQ
TRIJICON MODEL: TA11SDO-CP
MAGNIFICATION: 3.5 power
OBJECTIVE LENS: 35mm
EYE RELIEF: 2.4 in.
EXIT PUPIL: 10mm
FIELD OF VIEW: 5.5 degrees (31.5 ft. at 100 meters)
LENGTH: 8.7 in.
WEIGHT: 1.34 lbs.
RETICLE: Horseshoe and red dot with bullet drop compensator, graduated scale for M249 ballistics with both standard 19.5 in. and short 14.5 in. barrels. Illuminated by radioactive tritium and
fiber optic light collector (no batteries needed)
WATERPROOF: 66 ft.
RMR: No magnification, 9 MOA amber dot, illuminated by tritium and fiber optic.
SDO ISSUED WITH: LaRue Tactical LT100 Quick Detach Mount, Tenebrax killFlash anti-reflective lens device, flip-up lens caps, SDO carrying pouch, lens pen cleaning device, ACOG manual
NOTES: In 2009, the US Marine Corps selected Trijicon’s 3.5 power TA11SDO as its primary
sighting device for the M249 light machine gun, to assist gunners in target detection, recognition, identification, and engagement. It includes the top-mounted Trijicon RMR (Ruggedized
Miniature Reflex) sight, providing the operator with quick target acquisition at close quarter
distances or when the weapon is mounted on a vehicle. The TA11SDO is also the USMC’s
pick as primary sighting device for the new M27 Infantry Automatic Rifle.
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PART 2: FROM BAR TO IAR (NEXT ISSUE)
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OPPOSITE TOP: 21 November 2011, The Crucible training center, Stafford County, Virginia. Demonstrating the M27 in close quarters assault, White
has both eyes open behind the Trijicon SDO as he
slams burst after burst into the lineup of silhouette
targets on Crucible’s Range 5. (Robert Bruce)
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(Tech Specs from HKD)
MANUFACTURER: Heckler & Koch GmbH, Oberndorf, Germany (HK Defense, Ashburn,
Virginia, USA)
NSN: 1005-01-579-5325
CALIBER: 5.56 x 45mm NATO (SS109/M855 cartridge), muzzle velocity 2,900 (+/-) fps
OPERATION: Air cooled, gas operated, short stroke piston-driven operating rod, fires from closed bolt
LOCKING: M16 style multi-lug rotating bolt in carrier
SELECTOR: Safe, Semi-Auto, Full Auto
RATE OF FIRE: 700 - 850 rpm cyclic, 36 rpm sustained
FEED: US military standard 30 round M16 type magazine
LENGTH: (stock extended) 37.5 in.
WEIGHT: 8.16 lbs. weapon only. Combat weight w/loaded 30 round magazine, SDO and iron
sights, PEQ-16 laser, sling, bipod, vertical foregrip, rail cover set: 12.67 lbs.
BARREL: 16.5 in. long, fixed (not quick change) barrel is cold hammer forged for exceptional
durability, 6 groove rifling, 1 in 7 in. right twist, tipped with M16 type ‘birdcage“ flash suppressor,
integral bayonet lug
SIGHTS (ASSIGNED BY USMC): Trijicon 3.5 power SDO, Knight’s Armament BUIS (backup
iron sights)
BUTTSTOCK: HK 6-position telescoping stock with internal storage space
ISSUED WITH: 22 ea. US military M16 type 30 round magazines, Blue Force Gear’s Vickers Combat Applications Sling and rail sling mount, AIM Manta Rail Covers, Harris Larue tactical bipod,
Knight’s Armament Backup Iron Sights and “broomstick” foregrip, M16 type blank firing adaptor,
USMC operators manual, Otis cleaning kit, , Ontario Knife USMC bayonet (M16/M4 compatible)
NOTES: The M27’s nomenclature is a tribute to 2nd Battalion, 7th Marine Regiment, 1st Marine
Division for its seminal role in championing a revival of automatic rifles in the Corps. It is now replacing the M249 Squad Automatic Weapon in all USMC infantry fire teams. The M27 is a slightly modified version of Heckler & Koch’s highly respected HK 416 rifle, originally developed for U.S. special
operations forces. The rifle’s proprietary gas piston system was first introduced by HK on its G36,
boasting cooler and cleaner operation than Stoner-type direct gas impingement of the M16 rifle and
M4 carbine. The M27 features HK’s 1 piece quad, free-floating, 11 inch long, M1913 Picatinny Rail
system, barrel life 15,000 + rounds, parts life 10,000 + rounds, accuracy 2 MOA w/ service ammunition, “Over the beach” features allowing safe and effective firing after being fully submerged in water.
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M27 FIELD STRIP SEQUENCE

21 NOVEMBER 2011 // THE CRUCIBLE TRAINING CENTER, STAFFORD COUNTY, VIRGINIA. PHOTOS BY ROBERT BRUCE

ADVERTISING

-

-

-

spring and lifting it free.

-

fer assembly and spring to be withdrawn
-

spring assembly from the rear of the bolt.

Slide the bolt forweapon is stripped
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